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Frat Council Changes Rules of Pleading

The formation of a new Supreme Council highlighted the recent changes in the fraternity's pledging rules by the Inter-Fraternity Council. The new Council will handle violations of pledging rules which the Inter-Fraternity Council previously oversaw.

The new rules, a man whose pledgship is relinquished shall not be able to advertise in any other fraternity for two full semesters instead of one year, as the old rules provided. This change was made because of the new program which allows three semesters in a college year instead of two.

To assure understanding of these rules by the prospective pledges, the Inter-Fraternity Council published a copy of the regulations to be given to each pledge at the time a pledge card is presented.

Nest Needs Help To Remain Open

"The Nest will close only when we have stopped helping it," states Dorothy Buck, manager of the Student Union building, announced today.

Miss Buck stated that the limited service offered last weekend will be followed only if workers fail to volunteer for the coming weeks. She asked for volunteers "if only for one hour during the day." An attendance card will be given to each member who attends the Nest.

Quarantine regulations took five of the six high school girls who were scheduled to serve in the Nest this summer. Miss Buck said that the girls helped people with their services. Students who had worked in the Nest filled in whatever time they could.

With the end of this semester, new workers must be found to replace those who will not return to school. The number of patrons will probably decrease according to Miss Buck, but in order that the V-12 students may be served more workers will be necessary.

Limited equipment has necessitated the cooperation of groups in washing dishes and silver to the counter. Miss Buck explained that the girls at the fountain must return dishes to the counter. The dishes that were washed must then be accumulated, fountain service must be suspended while the girls continue to wash the dishes.

Miss Buck said that plans have been cooperating fairly well. V-12 regulations, are not allowed to wash dishes, including picking up dishes and also in carrying in the soft drink cases. Miss Buck said that the regular members and the pledges were the most cooperative in returning their dishes.

All candidates for graduation are expected to attend commencement exercises beginning at 4 p.m. today in the auditorium for rehearsal of the ceremony.

Dean Walter C. Welder

Dean Walter C. Welder of the School of Commerce at Ohio State University will receive one of two honorary degrees at summer commencement exercises Friday morning.

The other doctor of laws degree will be conferred upon Judge Roy H. Williams of Toledo.

No Bee Gee News Published Next Week

There will be no issue of the Bee Gee News next week. Publication will be resumed the following week.

Many people interested in trying out for the staff for the second eight weeks will be welcomed. An announcement of the first staff meeting for the second summer term will be placed in the Well next week.

Classes Begin Monday

Classes will convene Monday, August 28, beginning the second summer session. Most of the registration has been completed. Those who have not registered should do so early Monday morning.

Open House Held At Heinz Today

To commemorate its 50th anniversary on the day of Heinz today, the college will hold an open house which will last through today.

Guests are invited to visit the plant during the day to see to maturing, processing, or in the evening from 8:15 to 10 to watch the packaging of army rations.

Many students have been employed during past years for summer work, and this year many girls worked part-time on the X-ray assembly lines.

Enrollment Of 500 Expected Next Term

The enrollment for the second eight weeks of the summer term will reach a total of $500, officials predict this week. This includes the V-12 unit, which will have approximately 550 students in training here. The remainder are civilians, a large number of which are the freshmen who entered in July.

There are 62 freshmen on the campus today, and several more to start in September. The rest of the students, numbering around 90, are mostly women, distributed evenly among the sophomore, junior and senior classes.

The enrollment for the second summer term is 300 less than it was for the first eight weeks.

Low I. Q. At B. G. U., Names Reveal

As Reporters Finds Odd Monikers

If your name is either Smith or Brown you may be comforted to know that at last you are up with past the Jones'. The records show that in the entire group of students at Bowling Green University there are only five Smith's, five Brown's and five Jones'.

There are a few names beginning with unusual spelling, such as "Qu." Does that suggest that they are members of the "Quakers"? We do have an Eichhauer (Eisenhower), an Alexander, and a Marshall. Do you get the General idea? The shortest name is Lee and the longest names are Knappcherger and Chinblewowski.

In the literature field we have Burns, Morley, Whitman, Barrett, Riley and O'Neil. The occupations represented on the campus include Taylor, Miller, Shoemaker, Baker, Carpenter, and Cook.

In the world of nature we have Caves, Fish, Grove, Wood, Shelles, Ford, Moore, Buhdes (read), and Moon. Characters from the Bible are represented by the names of Thomas, Andrew, Davidson, Paulson, Matthew, and Jeremiah. We have only three former presidents—Adams, Buchanan, and Johnson.

It must be fall—the ketsup smell is back

NOTES

Two Honorary Degrees Will Be Conferred:

Dr. Olsen Of Toledo To Deliver Address

Forty student degrees will be conferred at summer commencement exercises which will be held in the auditorium at 10:15 a.m. Friday, the registrar's office announced today.

Dr. Arthur W. Olsen, S.T.B., minister of the First Unitarian Church in Toledo, will deliver the commencement address "Social Consciousness and Rationalism in Your Post War World."

The honorary degree of Doctor of Laws will be conferred upon Walter Crother Welder and Judge Roy Hughes Williams. In addition, the degree of Master of Arts will be conferred on four graduate students.

The indoor ceremony will begin with the traditional processional from the Recreation Hall to the Auditorium with the faculty wearing the customary caps and gowns. At the close of the ceremony there will be a recession.

Confer Degrees
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President Frank J. Prout will confer degrees at 2 p.m. on the campus.

Smith, Helms Named For Advisory Posts

Two new members have been appointed to the Advisory Committee by Dr. Frank J. Prout.

Dr. S. H. Lowrie's term has expired and Miss Grace Wells has resigned from the faculty thus creating the two vacancies. Prof. Ellen T. Smith has been appointed to the three-year vacancy and Dr. Lloyd Helms to the two-year vacancy.

Dr. Paul Leedy is the remaining member of the advisory staff and serves as chairman. The committee serves as a link between the administration and the faculty.
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There are a few names beginning with unusual spelling, such as "Qu." Does that suggest that they are members of the "Quakers"? We do have an Eichhauer (Eisenhower), an Alexander, and a Marshall. Do you get the General idea? The shortest name is Lee and the longest names are Knappcherger and Chinblewowski.

In the literature field we have Burns, Morley, Whitman, Barrett, Riley, and O'Neil. The occupations represented on the campus include Taylor, Miller, Shoemaker, Baker, Carpenter, and Cook.

In the world of nature we have Caves, Fish, Grove, Wood, Shelles, Ford, Moore, Buhdes (read), and Moon. Characters from the Bible are represented by the names of Thomas, Andrew, Davidson, Paulson, Matthew, and Jeremiah. We have only three former presidents—Adams, Buchanan, and Johnson.

Ministerial School Meets Here Monday

The Summer School of Ministerial Education is meeting in this area of the Methodist Church is to hold a conference here from August through September. The Operation of the school is the Rev. S. R. House, new minister of the Methodist Church.

The executive staff will be housed at the Student Union building, and the remainder of the group will be in Shatell Hall. The whole group will take their meals in Shatell dining hall.
We appreciate it

We would like to thank the students who take part in the extra curricular activities on the campus. Especially we want to thank the Military Ball committees and the Na- vines. Certainly the performances of the band and the success of the Military Ball warrant this praise.

Many students fail to realize the work and sacrifice which is behind activities of this sort. Each performer must put in countless hours of practice. They also must make personal sacrifices such as not attending a family gathering or going out with friends. Even the stylists and entertainers must give up their few precious liberty hours for this outside work that too often goes unrewarded.

Editor this issue....Gen Jordan
Assistant...Lowell Howard

AMERICAN HEROES

BY LEFF

Max Schuman, author of "Bare- foot Boy With Cheek," has written a new satire, "The Feather Merchants," which is about civilians. This book, the first one written by a soldier about civilians, is not amusing—it's a downright riot.

One of the best scenes in the book is the one where a small soldier tells a small druggist how to make "What's your phone number?"

Visitor: "I suppose you sailors can make it.

Druggist: "We're getting a hell of a lot of those in now."

Marine: "What's second best?"

Child: "Because all Daddy's letters have front windows in them."

1st Drunk: "We're getting closer to town.

2nd Drunk: "How can you tell?"

Editor: "The best thing for you to do is to give up drinking and smoking, get up early every morning and go to bed early every night."

Marine: "What's second best?"

A darkroom is the most in- teresting place. The strang- est things develop!

Visitor (to hostess' little girl): "How do you know that it's the moon?"

Child: "Because all Daddy's letters have front windows in them."

"Feather Merchants"

By P. B.

"But the turret isn't cracked, Captain! It's just our War Bond sales chart."
These Falcon gridirons will attempt to lead Bowling Green in an undefeated season this year. Front row: (left to right) L. Major, W. Hoffld, L. Brown, B. Bowan, E. Lasniak, C. Schmidt, A. DiMareo, J. Lewis, J. Kariero, R. Young, R. Karp, and D. Ravadabagh.


"Papa Is All" Scores Big Hit, Reviewer Praises Cast-Director

The University Players production of Patterson Greene's play "Papa Is All" scored a tremendous hit when presented here Thursday and Saturday of last week. This first play of the summer and genuinely applauded by the audience everywhere throughout the performance was one of expectancy and good humor. All doubts as to the interest-holding possibility of "Papa Is All" vanished as soon as the first several lines of the play were spoken.

Considered by many of the most professionally executed performances currently witnessed by campus audience here, "Papa Is All" displayed a cast which made the play. All of the six players were suited to the individual roles, and could not have been better selected.

Leo Hartig, as Papa Aukamp, shadowed the play with the dominance of the old Mennonite father iron hand. He was able to give

"Papa Is All" scores a tremendous hit when presented here Thursday and Saturday of last week. This first play of the summer season was received enthusiastically and genuinely applauded by the audience both nights.

The life and wit which she put into her character of the very subdued wife of Papa, who acknowledged his right to be master of his home. Her innocent doubts and suspicions, her genuine love in her children, her decepions before Papa, won the heart of her audiences. The life and wit which she put into the role of the Mennonite mother added another outstanding performance.

The roles of the two children of the family, Emma Aukamp and Jake Aukamp, taken by Betty Zimmerman and Robert Marotz, again showed an excellent selection of the director. Betty Zimmerman

"Presiding over the office of the University hospital is Lt. (jg) R. O. Burr, a graduate of the Western Reserve Medical School class of '42. But the doctor has not always awaited to administer to aches and pains; he started out to become a chemical engineer and worked at the National Carbon Company in Cleveland.

After graduation from Western Reserve Lt. Burr engaged in surgical work in Cleveland until he was commissioned in the navy in March 1944. His first naval training was at Great Lakes.

He arrived in Bowling Green July 21 and met sick call the next morning. He averages a number of 15 or sick call and four or five hospitalised patients each day.

The doctor has no jurisdiction over civilian patients, but since there is now no other doctor here, he has become an ex efficio mem-

ber of the staff and usually finds time, during even his busiest days, to look in on all students who have found their way to the hospital.

His chief hobby, a miniature railroad, has become one of those casualties which were not included in the duration or until the Lieutenant returns to civilian life. It is much too large and complicated to follow him.

Michelle Shewmaker as Artie Brendle was every inch the state trooper and added dignity of the law.

The mannersim and comic fes-


tion of this typical busy body kept the audience in laughter each time she appeared.

Joe Shewmaker as Trooper Brendle was every inch the state trooper and added dignity of the law.

The members of the University audience voiced their opinions that it was "one of the best-acted pieces produced here."